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Abstract
Data augmentation is an important technique to reduce overfitting and improve learning performance, but existing works on data augmentation for 3D point cloud data are
based on heuristics. In this work, we instead propose to automatically learn a data augmentation strategy using bilevel optimization. An augmentor is designed in a similar
fashion to a conditional generator and is optimized by minimizing a base model’s loss on
a validation set when the augmented input is used for training the model. This formulation provides a more principled way to learn data augmentation on 3D point clouds. We
evaluate our approach on standard point cloud classification tasks and a more challenging
setting with pose misalignment between training and validation/test sets. The proposed
strategy achieves competitive performance on both tasks and we provide further insight
into the augmentor’s ability to learn the validation set distribution.

1

Introduction

Understanding 3D point clouds is crucial to a wide range of applications including autonomous driving, robotics and human-computer interaction. Recent progress in this area
is attributed to training deep neural networks on labeled data [22, 23]. In order to increase
the diversity of training data to aid generalization, data augmentation has been used in the
training of neural networks for 3D point clouds to much success [3, 12, 33]. Current data
augmentation methods for point clouds can be broadly classified into heuristic methods and
learning-based methods. In the former category, mixup [3, 10, 32] between multiple shapes
is often used to synthesize novel training examples. Despite being able to provide consistent
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performance improvements, potentially due to stronger regularization with label smoothing,
the data sample after mixup often does not resemble a realistic object. For instance, when
applied to a plane and a car, mixup does not yield a semantically meaningful object; the reason behind the success of mixup remains unclear. Learning-based augmentation methods,
on the other hand, automatically learn an augmentation strategy instead of hand-engineering
one. PointAugment [12] trains a neural network as the augmentor to predict the rotation and
additive jittering parameters for each sample. A heuristic learning objective encouraging
augmented samples to be different from the original is used to update the parameters of the
augmentor. While PointAugment has showed improved performance over baseline methods,
its learning objective does not necessarily guarantee that the augmented sample will benefit
the main task.
By contrast, in the image domain, recent automatic data augmentation methods adopt a
bilevel optimization framework [6, 13, 14] where the learnt augmentation strategy minimizes
a base model’s loss on validation data while the model is trained using this strategy. Solving the bilevel optimization problem then involves iterating between training the base model
and updating augmentation policies. Inspired by the recent success of bilevel optimization
for automatic data augmentation on images [13, 14], we propose a novel 3D point cloud
augmentation method, Automatic data augmentation for 3D Point Cloud data (AdaPC). We
define the augmentation procedure as sampling from a sequence of transformation operations each parameterized by a distribution, then apply the transformations to each training
sample. To allow for a high degree of flexibility for augmentation, we use a neural network
termed as the augmentor to model such distributions. The augmentor parameters are then
learned using a bilevel optimization framework by minimizing a base classifier’s loss on validation data when the model is trained using the augmentor. For computational efficiency, the
hypergradients, i.e the gradients of the augmentor parameters w.r.t. the validation loss, are
approximated by a one-step unrolling algorithm [15] and augmentor parameters are updated
with gradient descent.
AdaPC has several advantages over existing methods for data augmentation on 3D point
clouds. First, compared to heuristic approaches [3, 33], AdaPC is able to learn the optimal augmentation for a particular dataset as it directly minimizes the validation loss, while
heuristic approaches may only work well in certain cases and require extensive manual hyperparameter tuning. Second, compared to PointAugment [12], AdaPC optimizes the augmentor in the direction that minimizes validation error which makes it more likely to generalize to test data. More importantly, if the training set distribution does not exactly match
that of the validation/test set (e.g. due to pose mismatch), AdaPC can learn to bridge the gap
by capturing any misalignment with the augmentor; we demonstrate that AdaPC is indeed
superior in an experimental setup with non-fixed pose. Insight into the effectiveness of the
augmentor is also provided by analyzing the distributions learnt by the augmentor.
We summarize the contributions of this work below:
• We propose an automatic data augmentation method for 3D point cloud classification
by training the augmentor and classifier jointly through bilevel optimization. Compared to existing augmentation methods on 3D point clouds, we provide a more principled way for learning data augmentation strategies.
• We achieve superior results on two standard 3D point cloud classification benchmarks
compared to other data augmentation methods.
• We demonstrate that our augmentor is able to learn meaningful augmentation policies
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when there is a pose mismatch between training and validation/test sets and provide
insight into the distribution of augmentation learned under this scenario.

2
2.1

Related work
Data Augmentation for 3D Point Clouds

Deep learning methods for 3D point clouds [2, 21, 22, 23, 25] commonly incorporate small
perturbations such as scaling, jittering, point dropout, flipping and rotation to enhance the
diversity of the training set. Recently, more sophisticated data augmentation strategies have
been studied. Inspired by the success of mixing up images as augmentation [27, 32], PointMixUp [3] proposed to interpolate two point clouds by finding a shortest path between the
two shapes on the manifold. PointCutMix [33] further extended CutMix [31] by first finding correspondences between 2 point clouds and then swapping selected regions. Despite
demonstrating improvements on standard point cloud datasets, both works are based on
heuristics and do not explain the success of the proposed methods. Orthogonal to heuristic augmentation strategies, PointAugment [12] formulates augmentation as learning an augmentor which is reminiscent of PointNet. However, it employs a hand-engineered adversarial
loss function to train the augmentor which does not necessarily guarantee that the learned
augmentation is beneficial and often leads to unstable results. For 3D object detection, PAAUG [5] divides object bounding boxes into fixed partitions and stochastically applies 5
basic transformations such as noise, points dropout, sampling, cutmix [31], cutmixup [30].
Progressive population based augmentation (PPBA) [4] uses evolutionary search to narrow
down the search space of optimal augmentation policies. In this work, we propose to formulate learning data augmentation in a more principled way. The base model’s loss on a
validation set is exploited to guide the learning of augmentation strategies that results in
improved performance and better generalization to more challenging scenarios.

2.2

Automatic Data Augmentation

Hand-crafted augmentation rules can be ineffective in selecting the optimal combination of
augmentation policies as well as their magnitudes. SmartAugment [11] tackles the problem by training an augmentor to combine samples from the same class alongside the target
network. There is also a line of GANs-based approaches [1, 19, 20, 24] which generate
augmented samples according to the feedback from the main task. Another class of methods learns an augmentation strategy based on the validation set. AutoAugment [6] adopts
reinforcement learning (RL) to select augmentation policies which improve validation accuracy. RandAugment [7] eliminates the search phase used by previous automatic augmentation methods and conducts a grid search to find the augmentation policies. In light of slow
convergence of RL-based approaches, FastAutoAugment [14] uses Bayesian optimization
to efficiently learn augmentation strategies. DADA [13] further boosted efficiency by introducing a gradient-based policy searching paradigm and employed bilevel optimization to
update augmentation policies. DABO [18] proposed a differentiable augmentor which is capable of generating affine and color transformations. MetaMixUp [16] focused on finding a
dynamic and adaptative interpolation ratio in an online fashion. In this work, we take a similar approach to optimize the augmentor based on the validation performance using bilevel
optimization. For computational efficiency, the hypergradients are approximated using the
algorithm described in [15].
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Figure 1: Bilevel optimization framework for automatic data augmentation. The solid red
arrow indicates a forward pass in the inner loop. The red dashed arrow indicates the update path for outer loop optimization. We use the yellow dashed line to highlight that the
hypergradients are approximated instead of being computed by automatic differentiation.

3

Methodology

We first provide an overview of AdaPC in Fig. 1. During training, AdaPC iterates between
an inner loop and outer loop optimization. The inner loop optimization involves updating
the base classifier network f (·; Ω) by minimizing the training loss ltr . The forward pass
for inner loop optimization is indicated by the solid red arrow. The outer loop optimization
updates the data augmentation parameters (or hyperparameters) Φ. Since the validation loss
lval (Ω∗ (Φ)) implicitly depends on Φ, we approximate the hypergradients following [15].
The outer loop update path is indicated by the red dashed arrows. In the following section,
we first introduce our bilevel optimization framework in Sect. 3.1 followed by the specific
designs of the augmentor in Sect. 3.2

3.1

Learning Data Augmentation with Bilevel Optimization

We introduce the bilevel optimization framework for learning data augmentation. We define
the augmentation as a mapping g : X → X̂ parameterized by Φ (the augmentation hyperparameters), which is to be learned. This augmentation often involves randomness with
instantiations explained in Sect. 3.2. Let Dtr = {Xtr , ytr } and Dval = {Xval , yval } denote
training and validation sets, f : X → y parameterized by Ω denote the classification network,
lval (Ω; Dval ) = |D1 | ∑Xi ,yi ∈Dval CE( f (Xi ; Ω), yi ) denote the validation loss and ltr (Ω, Φ; Dtr )
val
denote the training loss. Since augmentation is turned off during validation, lval does not explicitly depend on Φ. We now formally write the bilevel optimization objective in Eq. 1
where the left problem is often called the outer loop and the right problem is the inner loop.
min lval (Ω∗ (Φ); Dval ),
Φ

s.t. Ω∗ (Φ) = arg min ltr (Ω, Φ; Dtr )

(1)

Ω

The above objective aims to find the optimal augmentation hyperparameters Φ such that
when the model is trained with Φ (to obtain model parameters Ω∗ ) its loss on the validation
data is minimized. If we assume that the validation set has the same distribution as the
test set, this formulation is more principled than PointAugment [12] in guaranteeing better
generalization. Similar optimization problems have been formulated for neural architecture
search [15] and automatic data augmentation [13]. Solving the inner loop until convergence
(training the model to convergence) followed by updating the outer loop leads to a very
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inefficient optimization paradigm as the inner loop usually takes many steps to converge.
We therefore instead used a more efficient approximation algorithm proposed in [15].
Let ξ denote the learning rate for the inner loop optimizer. One step of gradient descent
0
on the classification network parameters can then be written as Ω = Ω − ξ ∇Ω ltr (Φ). By
∗
approximating the best response (optimal) model parameters Ω to hyperparameters Φ with
parameters obtained from one step of gradient descent Ω0 , we obtain approximate hypergradients using the chain rule as follows:
0

0

∇Φ lval (Ω∗ (Φ)) ≈ ∇Φ lval (Ω (Φ)) = −ξ ∇2Φ,Ω ltr (Ω, Φ)∇Ω0 lval (Ω )

(2)

We further use a central finite difference to approximate the Hessian-vector product. Let
ε be a small perturbation, Ω+ = Ω + ε∇Ω 0 lval (Ω0 ) and Ω− = Ω − ε∇Ω 0 lval (Ω0 ). Then,
0

−ξ ∇2Φ,Ω ltr (Ω, Φ)∇Ω0 lval (Ω ) ≈ −ξ

∇Φ ltr (Ω+ , Φ) − ∇Φ ltr (Ω− , Φ)
.
2ε

(3)

0.01
We follow DARTS [15] to set ξ to the learning rate of the classifier and ε to
0
0 .
k∇Ω lval (Ω )k
Since the hypergradients tend to be noisy if the hyperparameters are initialized far from a
local optimum, we include an L2 regularization term, lreg = kΘ − Θ̂k22 , to the output of the
augmentation network to smooth the hypergradients. Prior knowledge Θ̂ about the hyperparameters can be incorporated using this regularizer, e.g. for scaling, θ̂ = 1 and for rotation,
θ̂ = 0. Overall, the final hypergradients with regularization are given by Eq. 4 where λ is
the weight of the regularization term, and the training procedure is presented in Algo. 1.
0

∇Φ lval (Ω∗ (Φ)) ≈ −ξ ∇2Φ,Ω ltr (Ω, Φ)∇Ω0 lval (Ω ) + 2λ (Θ − Θ̂)

(4)

Algorithm 1: Algorithm for learning model weights Ω and augmentor weights Φ
Initialize classifier weights Ω and augmentor hyperparameters Φ;
while not converged do
One-step inner loop update Ω0 = Ω − ξ ∇Ω ltr (Φ);
0
One-step outer loop update Φ0 = Φ − α∇Φ lval (Ω (Φ)) ;
0
Update classifier weights Ω = Ω − ξ ∇Ω ltr (Φ )$
end
return Ω, Φ

3.2

Augmentation Operations

In this section, we introduce the design of an augmentor which can be easily incorporated
into the bilevel optimization framework. Inspired by recent studies into deep learning on 3D
point clouds [12], we apply two types of augmentation operations. First, we apply a pointwise jittering J ∈ RN×4 (in homogeneous coordinates) which can be seen as a deformation
of the original 3D shape. To limit the learnable parameters for jittering, we sample jittering
from a uniform distribution U(θJ , θJ +υ) where θJ is a learnable parameter and υ determines
a fixed range. Then, we further apply a rigid transformation, represented in homogeneous
coordinates as H ∈ R4×4 to the perturbed 3D shape. Instead of directly regressing a transformation matrix like PointAugment, we parameterize H = T · R · S where R is a rotation
matrix parameterized by θr ∈ R1 , S is a scaling matrix parameterized by θs ∈ R3 and T is
a translation matrix parameterized by θt ∈ R3 . Such a decomposition allows the augmentor
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to directly regress individual parameters; as a result we can easily apply regularization to individual operations and each operation can be randomly dropped out to create more diverse
augmentations. In contrast, it is difficult to incorporate explicit regularization when directly
regressing onto H. For brevity, we denote Θ = [θJ , θr , θs , θt ] ∈ R8 and the transformation
operation is described by Eq. 5 as follows:
t(X; Θ) = (X + J(Θ)) · H(Θ)> .

(5)

One approach to obtain Θ is to learn a fixed vector that applies to all training examples.
However, this does not allow randomness in the augmentation procedure. Another approach
is to model Θ using a parametric distribution p(Θ), e.g. Gaussian or uniform distribution,
which is easy to parameterize and sample from. For example, if a Gaussian distribution is
used, we parameterize it as θi ∼ N (µ, σ ) where µ and σ are hyperparameters to optimize
and Ω = [µ, σ ]. We discuss such augmentor designs in more detail in Section S1 of the
supplementary material. Despite being more flexible, it is not trivial to specify the most
appropriate distribution without any prior knowledge. To further increase the flexibility of
the distribution used to model Θ, we propose to use a neural network denoted as h(z; Φ),
as illustrated in Fig. 1. The neural network takes a random noise vector with components
sampled from a zero-mean, unit variance Gaussian distribution z ∼ N (0, 1) and transforms
it into augmentation parameters Θ = h(z; Φ). This network is similar to a generator in a
GAN [9] which maps a simple distribution to a more complicated one. The generator is
trained by optimizing the performance on the validation set. Overall, the augmentor g(X; Φ)
can be seen as a conditional generator [17] and augmentation is regarded as a conditional
generative process.

4
4.1

Experiments
Datasets

We evaluate on ModelNet40 [29] for shape classification. It consists of 12311 CAD models
from 40 categories of which 9843 models are used for training and 2468 for testing. We use
a pre-processed dataset which contains uniformly sampled points from the mesh surfaces as
input to our network. Following the standard practice, we use 1024 points per shape.
To test the robustness of our method on objects cropped from real 3D scans, we use the
OBJ_ONLY variant provided by ScanObjectNN [26] without the background. OBJ_ONLY
contains objects with noisy surfaces of non-uniform density from 15 categories.
Our method requires a validation set which is not provided by the above 2 datasets.
Hence, we use 90% of the original training data as the new training data, and the remaining
10% as the validation data. To ensure a fair comparison with other methods, we randomly
re-split the training and validation set every epoch so that that our network has access to the
entire training data across epochs.

4.2

Implementation details

The initial learning rate for both classifier ξ and augmentor α are 0.001 with Adam optimizer
(β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999). The classifier learning rate is halved every 20 epochs. The classifier
and augmentor are updated every minibatch and we train for 300 epochs in total. We use a
batch size of 24 for PointNet and 12 for PointNet++ and DGCNN. The regularization weight
λ is a manually tunable hyperparameter. A proper selection of λ is vital to the stability of
training. We use λ = 0.5 for ModelNet40 and λ = 10.0 for ScanObjectNN. We use crossentropy loss for classification. We adopt other training practices from PointAugment for
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fair comparison, e.g. adding a term to penalize the feature difference between the original
and augmented samples, apply dropout to the augmentation types and mix original data and
augmented data during training.

4.3

Automatic Augmentation for Classification

We first report results on standard benchmark datasets for classification on point clouds,
ModelNet40 and ScanObjectNN using PointNet as the backbone [22] in Tab. 1. We compare
the following approaches in this experiment. First, we evaluate three baseline methods with a
fixed predefined augmentor, referred to as Fixed Aug. in Tab. 1. Vanilla PointNet without any
augmentation, PointNet with predefined scaling and translation as augmentation, referred to
as Sampling-S,T in Tab. 1 and PointNet with predefined scaling, translation and rotation,
referred to as Sampling-S,T,R are respectively evaluated. For predefined scaling (S), we
adopt the practice in PointAugment [12] by randomly sampling from a uniform distribution
U(0.67, 1.5). For predefined translation (T), we uniformly sample from U(−0.2, 0.2). For
predefined rotation about the y-axis (Ry), we sample from N (0, 0.062 ) with output clipped
at 0.18. For predefined jittering (J), we sample from N (0, 0.012 ) with output clipped at
0.05. We further evaluate state-of-the-art point cloud data augmentation approaches, including PointMixup [3] (PointMixup-Mixup) and PointAugment [12] (Sampling-S,T-PointAug.R,J). We notice from the released code that sampling from predefined scaling and translation
is adopted by PointAugment. Finally, we evaluate two variants of our proposed approach:
one that includes scaling, translation and rotation operations (AdaPC-S,T,R) and another that
further includes jittering (AdaPC-S,T,R,J).
We make the following observations from Tab.1. First, with predefined augmentation
strategies, classification performance is consistently improved compared to the baseline. The
improvement is more significant on the dataset scanned from the real world (ScanObjectNN).
This is partially explained by the increased diversity of data samples in the real-world dataset.
Second, when jittering is naively incorporated, performance drops on ScanObjectNN as seen
by comparing Sampling-S,T (80.20%) v.s. Sampling-S,T,J (76.93%). This is consistent
with many observations on data augmentation for 3D point clouds that jittering may not
be helpful. PointAugment managed to learn jittering policies with heuristic objectives but
still failed to improve over the baseline (Sampling-S,T) on ScanObjectNN. In contrast, with
a more principled augmentation objective, our AdaPC achieves the best performance on
both datasets with S,T,R. We would like to highlight that AdaPC’s 0.7% improvement over
PointAugment is non-trivial given the limited diversity and highly controlled setting of the
ModelNet40 dataset. When jittering is incorporated, AdaPC further improves on ScanObjectNN. Finally, we evaluate AdaPC on two additional backbones, PointNet++ and DGCNN
and present results in Tab. 2. AdaPC achieves results superior to, if not comparable with, the
predefined augmentation baseline, PointMixup and PointAugment.

4.4

Classification under Non-Fixed Poses

In the previous setting, the poses of CAD models are all perfectly aligned, thus reducing
the effect of data augmentation. Thus, here we consider a more challenging scenario where
both training, validation and test data are not perfectly aligned and then investigate the effectiveness of learning the augmentation. Since variations in scaling and translation can often
be eliminated by normalization, we consider rotation about the y-axis (gravity) only in this
experiment.
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ModelNet40 ScanObjectNN
Predefined Aug.

Ours

Existing

Method

Ops

Learnable Aug.
Method

Sampling
S, T
Sampling S, T, R
Sampling S, T, J
PointMixup Mixup
Sampling
S, T PointAug.
-

-

AdaPC
AdaPC

Test
Acc.

Test
Acc.

R, J

89.58
90.55
90.51
90.88
89.90
90.90

77.96
80.20
77.96
76.93
79.34

S, T, R
S, T, R, J

91.61
90.80

79.86
81.75

Ops

Table 1: Results on 3D point cloud classification. Method and Ops indicate respectively the
method adopted for augmentation and the specific operations used for augmentation.
PointNet++ DGCNN
Test
Acc.

Test
Acc.

R, J

91.41
92.26
92.70
92.82

91.85
92.38
92.70

S, T, R

92.94

92.82

Predefined Aug.

Learnable Aug.

Method

Method

Ops

Sampling S, T, R
PointMixup Mixup
Sampling
S, T PointAugment*
-

-

AdaPC

Ops

Table 2: Additional backbones on ModelNet40 (*for fair comparison, we report the reproduced results for PointAugment under the setting where batch size is 12 and Adam optimizer
is used.)
Concretely, we randomly rotate each example by sampling an angle θr ∼ N (1.0, 0.22 ).
We compare AdaPC to vanilla PointNet without augmentation, PointNet using rotation augmentation with angle θ ∼ U(−δ , δ ) for several values of δ , PointAugment [12] (PointAug.R,J), a state-of-the-art SO(3) rotation invariant network VectorNeurons [8] and our final
model (AdaPC-S,T,R). The results are shown in Tab. 3. We observe that including augmentation with a small rotation (δ = 0.1) increases baseline model test accuracy from 87.07%
(without augmentation) to 89.54%, while large rotations (δ = 3.14) harm performance;
our results suggest that including small pose perturbations is helpful for generalization.
PointAugment produces results close to the best manually defined augmentation but is still
outperformed by AdaPC. Finally, we observe a much weaker performance by VectorNeurons
despite its robustness to SO(3) rotation.

4.5

Pose Mismatch between Training and Testing

In this section, we simulate the challenging setting where there is a pose mismatch between
training and validation/testing sets, which may occur in practice as detecting and aligning
poses for 3D point clouds is a non-trivial task [28]. We rotate the test and validation sets
by 0.35/0.70/1.05/1.4 radians about the y-axis while the training set remains unchanged. We
note that the validation and test sets should be drawn from the same distribution for bilevel
optimization to work. Here we assume no prior knowledge on rotation angles and hence
remove the regularization term. We evaluate 4 methods in this experiment: 1) the “None”
baseline that does not apply any augmentation, 2) “Same rotation”, that applies the groundtruth rotation to the training data and thus serves as an upper bound, 3) “Random rotation”,
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Augmentation
Ops

Sampling
Sampling
Sampling
Sampling
PointAug.
VectorNeurons
AdaPC

R (θr ∼ U(−0.05, 0.05))
R (θr ∼ U(−0.1, 0.1))
R (θr ∼ U(−0.17, 0.17))
R (θr ∼ U(−3.14, 3.14))
R, J
S, T, R

87.07
89.42
89.54
88.81
77.87
89.54
81.68
90.92

Accuracy

Test
Acc.

Method

90
85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50
450.2

9

Same rotation (upper bound)
AdaPC
Random rotation
None

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4
Rotation angle about the y-axis (radians)

Table 3: Classification results on Mod- Figure 2: Test accuracy on ModelNet40 at various test rotations
elNet40 under non-fixed poses.

Aug. Ops

that applies a random rotation θr ∼ U(−3.14, 3.14) to the training data, and 4) AdaPC with
only rotation augmentation. Fig. 2 shows the test accuracy on ModelNet40 at various rotation
angles. We see that AdaPC (green line) largely outperforms “Random rotation” and is always
much better than the no-augmentation “None” baseline.
We further provide insight into the distribution learned by the proposed augmentor by
visualizing the augmentor’s output distribution over the course of training in Fig. 3. At the
beginning, the augmentor’s output closely resembles a Gaussian distribution. However, as
training progresses, the mean of the augmentor distribution converges to the ground-truth
pose. The spread of the distribution at the best epoch suggests that randomness is essential
to the success of augmentation.
We also explored if the augmentor can be trained using a subset of the training data
and transferred to the full dataset under this setting, as this could accelerate training of the
augmentor. Results from this experiment are discussed in Section S2 of the supplementary
material and suggest the potential viability of such an approach.

S
T
R
J

-

X
-

X
-

X
-

X

X
X
-

X
X
X
-

X
X
X
X

ModelNet40 89.58 90.19 90.15 90.15 89.82 90.84 91.61 90.80
ScanObjectNN 77.96 77.62 80.72 75.59 76.62 78.14 79.86 81.75

Table 4: Ablation study on individual augmentation operations.

4.6

Ablation Study

4.6.1

Different combinations of augmentation operations

Here we explore the effectiveness of various combinations of augmentation operations on
both ModelNet40 and ScanObjectNN datasets. From the results in Tab. 4.5, we see that using each of scaling, translation, rotation, and jittering alone outperforms the no-augmentation
baseline on ModelNet40, and that the best results are achieved by combining the first 3 types
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1.0
100

Epoch 0

Epoch 50

Epoch 100

Best epoch

Frequency

0.80
100
0.6
0
100
0.4
0
0.2
100
0.00
0.05

0

5 0.2

5

0 0.45
5 0.6
0
5
Rotation angle about the y-axis (radians)

50.8 0

5

1.0

Figure 3: Rotation distributions learned by the augmentor over training epochs. The
dashed black vertical line indicates the mean of the learned distribution and the red vertical line indicates the ground-truth rotation applied to the test set. From top to bottom, a
0.35/0.70/1.05/1.4 radian rotation is respectively applied to the validation/test sets.

of augmentations (91.61% on ModelNet40). We observe a slight drop in performance on
ModelNet40 when further including jittering. One possible reason for this drop in performance is that ModelNet40 consists of points uniformly sampled from CAD models that
are noise-free. Hence, training samples augmented with jittering deviate from the distribution of noise-free test samples, causing a drop in performance. In contrast, ScanObjectNN is
cropped from real-world scenes, thus shapes are naturally contaminated by noise and jittering
is more effective. Our observations suggest that research into domain-specific augmentation
strategies will be valuable.

5

Conclusion

Data augmentation plays an important role for deep learning on 3D point clouds. Different
from existing heuristic augmentation methods, we propose an automatic data augmentation
method, AdaPC, based on a more principled bilevel optimization framework. In AdaPC,
an augmentor network is used to predict transformation parameters for augmentation. This
augmentor is then learned by minimizing the validation loss. AdaPC achieved very competitive results on two point cloud classification datasets. We also demonstrate that AdaPC
is effective in a pose mismatch scenario, where the mean of the learned augmentation distribution converged to the true pose. Our work suggests that future works on point cloud
augmentation should include evaluations on challenging real-world datasets and settings to
demonstrate the true value of data augmentation.
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